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The writer was appointed to represent the Far-Eastern Prehistory Association
at the 33rd International Congress of Americanists, held in San Jose, Costa Rica,
July 20-27, 1958. The meeting was devoted primarily to Americanist problems,
of course, but several important papers in the field of interest we are considering
here were given. After their publication, which is expected soon in the Proceedings
of the Congress, we will refer to them again in these pages. Two papers by Robert
Heine-Geldern were entitled 'Representations of the Asiatic Tiger in the Art of
the Chavin Culture; A Proof of Early Contacts between China and Peru', and
'Chinese Influence in Mexico and Central America'. Tayro Obayashi, a Japanese
archreologist, who since the Congress has been doing archreological work in Peru,
presented 'Divination from Entrails among the Ancient Inca and its Relations to
Practices in Southeast Asia'. A paper by Chester Chard was entitled 'Old World
Sources for Early Lithic Cultures'.
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In this excellent paper the mythology and religious practices of ancient China, as seen in the
earliest written sources, are shown to have contained a complex of elements centred on rain
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